Jordan: Oh my god!
Jordan: That’s awful. But GENIUS!
(Jordan positions camera against wall and fakes an over the top asthma
attack!
*GUARD BURSTS IN AND SHOUTS FOR A DOCTOR
JORDAN grabs the camera and RUNS OUT OF THE ROOM)
IF SNEAK OUT THE WINDOW
User: Look behind you, see that window?
Jordan: Yes.
User: Sneak out of it!
Jordan: But it’s a far jump!
User: Not that far!
User: Keep your eye on the prize here!
Jordan: Okay...here goes nothing!
(Jordan jumps out the window and cut to black and white
MISSION FAILED
We go back to her exiting her car)
IF TELL THE TRUTH
User: And I think this time, you should tell the truth.
Jordan: To the guard?
User: Yup.
User: Tug his heart strings.
Jordan: The truth, but its so lame. I’m so lame
User: but its your truth.

Start

FYI The character of Jordan
is texting with the "User"

(Camera turns around and we see Security enter. Its positioned low
angle so hidden from his view)
Jordan: Wait, before you say anything!

(Jordan turns the camera around to her face)
Jordan: I want to explain.
Jordan: You asked who I am?
Jordan: A desperate girl...who is in desperate need for friends.
Jordan: I just moved here…
Jordan: And I told everyone I was friends with Alexandra Daddario.
Jordan: So I snuck on set to get a selfie.
Jordan: I feel terrible for lying…
Jordan: But now I’m here about get thrown in jail or grounded and even
worse shamed by people at school.
Security: and….
Jordan: So all I ask is for a little leniency, and I promise I wont tell
anyone how you let me slipped past you in the first place.
*Bodyguard’s mouth twitches*
Bodyguard: Fine.
Bodyguard: But then you’re out of here!
Jordan: Yes, sir!

End

BRANCHES MERGE
(Camera quickly walks through set towards the dressing room/trailer)
Alexandra is about to go into her trailer,
Jordan: there she is! It’s now or never!
User: you got this Jordan!!! I <3 u :)
Jordan: what should I say?
User: I’ll think of something….
(Jordan walks up to Alexandra)
Jordan: Alexandra?
Alexandra: Yes?

